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NEUMANN-NEUMANN ALGORITHMS FOR SPECTRAL ELEMENTS
IN THREE DIMENSIONS (*)

by Luca F. PAVARINO 0)
Abstract — In recent years, domain décomposition algonthms of Neumann-Neumann type
have beenproposed and studiedfor h-versionfinite element discretizations The goal of this paper
is to extend this family of algonthms to spectral element discrétisations of elhptic problems in
three dimensions Neumann Neumann methods provide parallel and scalable preconditioned
itérative methods for the hnear Systems resulüng from the spectral discretization In the same
Schwarz framework successfully employed for h~verswn fimte éléments, quasi-optimal bounds
are provedfor the conditioning of the itération operator These bounds depend polyloganthmically on the spectral degree p and are independent of the number and size of subdomains and
the jumps m the coefficients of the elhptic operator on the element interfaces
Key words Domain décomposition» itérative substructunng, spectral éléments, p-version fimte éléments
AMS(MOS) subject classifications. 65N30, 65N55
Résumé — Les méthodes de décomposition de domaine du type Neumann-Neumann ont été
récemment proposées et étudiées pour la discrétisation h-verswn des éléments finis Dans cet
article, nous étendons cette famille de méthodes aux discrétisations par éléments spectraux pour
problèmes elliptiques tridimensionnels Les méthodes de Neumann Neumann fournissent des
préconditwnneurs parallèles et évolutifs (« scalable ») pour la résolution itérative des systèmes
linéaires obtenus par discrétisation spectrale Dans le même cadre de Schwarz employé avec
succès pour la h-verswn des éléments finis, nous obtenons des estimations quasi-optimales du
conditionnement de l'opérateur d'itération Ces estimations dépendent du logarithme du degré
spectral p et elles sont indépendantes du nombre et du diamètre des éléments ainsi que des sauts
des coefficients de l'opérateur elliptique à travers les interfaces des éléments

1. INTRODUCTION

Neumann-Neumann algorithms are nonoverlapping domain décomposition
methods (also known as itérative substructuring methods) that have been
extensively studied in recent years ; see Dryja and Widlund [7], [8], Le Tallec,
De Roeck, and Vidrascu [11], Mandel [12], Mandel and Brezina [13], and the
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références therein. For a gênerai overview of domain décomposition methods,
see Chan and Mathew [5], Dryja, Smith, and Widlund [6], Le Tallec [10] and
the book by Smith, Bj0rstad and Gropp [20]. A gênerai introduction to spectral
methods can be found in the books by Canuto, Hussaini, Quarteroni and Zang
[3] and by Bernardi and Maday [1].
Itérative substructuring algorithme provide preconditioned itérative methods
for the solution of the large linear Systems arising from the discretization of
elliptic partial differential équations with finite and spectral éléments. The
Neumann-Neumann preconditioner, in its additive form, is the sum of terms
corresponding to the solution of local Neumann problems on each subdomain
and an additional term corresponding to the solution of a coarse problem. This
last term is necessary to obtain a method with convergence independent of the
number of subdomains. The resulting method is therefore highly parallel,
scalable and well-suited for the emerging parallel Computing architectures.
In the current literature, Neumann-Neumann methods have been considered
for the standard h-version of the finite element method. In his Master's thesis,
Pahl [14] proposed and studied numerically Neumann-Neumann methods for
spectral éléments, but did not give mathematical proofs of his conjectures. In
this paper, we extend our previous work on substructuring methods to
Neumann-Neumann algorithms for spectral element discretizations and give
complete proofs of the results. The main resuit of the paper is the proof of
quasi-optimal bounds on the convergence rate of the proposed NeumannNeumann algorithms. Our analysis is based on the Schwarz framework for
itérative substructuring methods and is directly inspired by the /i-version
results of Dryja and Widlund [8]. In the Schwarz framework, a domain
décomposition method is determined by a décomposition of the discrete space
into local and coarse subspaces and by bilinear forms defined over these
subspaces ; see Section 4. We rely heavily on the technical tools developed in
our previous work on wire basket based algorithms for spectral éléments
(Pavarino and Widlund [16], [15]). Some of the results presented here were
announced without proofs in our review paper Pavarino and Widlund [17].
Numerical experiments in two dimensions suggesting these results have been
conducted by Pahl [14]. Large scale three-dimensional parallel experiments
with other itérative methods using spectral element discretizations can be
found in Fischer and R0nquist [9] and R0nquist [18], [19]. For recent work on
spectral element preconditioners, based on different proofs, see Casarin [4].
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introducé two
model problems and their spectral element discretizations. In Section 3, the
matrix form of the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner is introduced in order
to clarify and motivate the more abstract convergence analysis that will foliow.
In Section 4, the classical Schwarz framework used to describe and analyze
our algorithms is re vie wed briefly. The local spaces of the Neumann-Neumann
algorithm are defined in Section 5. Some technical results needed in the
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analysis are given in Section 6. A standard piecewise linear coarse space for
the first model problem is introduced in Section 7 and a first quasi-optimal
bound for the resulting algorithm is proved. In Section 8, this simple coarse
space is replaced by a more sophisticated one of minimal dimension yielding
the same convergence bound. Finally, in Section 9, a coarse space is introduced for the second model problem, whîch has highly varying coefficients,
and an analogous quasi-optimal bound is proved.
Numerical experiments in two dimensions with Neumann-Neumann preconditioners for spectral éléments can be found in Pahl [14], Chapter 4,
pp. 54-58.

2. THE CONTINUOUS AND DISCRETE MODEL PROBLEMS

The bounded domain Q c R is decomposed into nonoverlapping subdomains Q, j = 1,..., N. We focus on the case where the subdomains Q form
a finite element décomposition of Q of mesh size H. The subdomains are ail
cubes, or images of the référence cube X2^= ( - 1 , 1 ) 3 under smooth
mappings. This assumption allows the introduction of efficient spectral element discrétisations, but is not necessary in the construction of NeumannNeumann methods, which can have subdomains of quite arbitrary shapes. The
boundary conditions are assumed to change type only at the boundary between
two subregions. We consider linear, selfadjoint, elliptic problems on Q, with
zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on a part dQD of the boundary dû.
Model Problem I: Find UE V = {v e Hl(Q) : v = 0 on dQD } such that
a(u,

v)= f Vu.Vvdx=f(v)
JQ

Vue V.

Model Problem II ; Find ue V such that
a{p\u,v)=

p(x)Vu.Vvdx=f(v)

JQ
JQ

Vue V.

Hère p(x) > 0 can be discontinuous, with very different values for different
subregions, but we assume this coefficient to vary only moderately within each
subregion Q . In fact, without decreasing the gêner ality of our results, we will
only consider the piecewise constant case of p(x) = p / , for x G Qy
We discretize these problems with conforming spectral éléments, where we
associate each subdomain to an element Q}. Let Qp{ Qref) be the tensor product
of three copies of the space of degree p polynomials on [- 1, 1], i.e.
Qp(Qref) = {polynomials of degree at most p in each variable},
vol 31, n° 4, 1997
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The discrete space Vp a V is the space of continuous, piecewise Qp éléments

By restricting M and the test function v to the space Vp, we obtain a conforming
Galerkin method for each model problem :
Find u e Vp such that
aip\u,v)=ƒ(»)

(1)

V u e V",

where p = 1 for Model Problem I. Among the well-known bases for Vp used
in the p-version and spectral element literature, we will consider the special
basis introduced in Pavarino and Widlund [16], which is very convenient for
the theoretical analysis. On the référence cube, this basis consists of vertex,
edge, face and interior basis functions ; see Section 5.
A second conforming discretization is obtained by using numerical quadrature at the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre points ; see Bernardi and Maday [1], On
the référence cube Q^ let S = {£(, £, Çk}p k=Q be the set of Gauss-LobattoLegendre points and let at be the weight associated with £(. The L2-inner
product is replaced with the quadrature-based inner product

(2)

(«.«)ö.^=i: s
t

S^^M^^K^*-

= 0 7 = 0 jfc = 0

This inner product is uniformly equivalent to the standard L2-inner product on
Qp(üref). By using the smooth mappings between Qref and Q, we can define
a quadrature-based inner product analog to (2) on each Qy The original
bilinear form a ( . , . ) is replaced, element by element, by

The same quadrature rule is used for the intégrais in the right-hand side of (1),
obtaining an equivalent functional denoted by fQ( • ) and the discrete problem :
Find u e Vp such that
(3)

a%\u,v)=fQ(v)

VÏ;E VP,

where p = 1 for Model Problem I. A detailed analysis of this discrete
problem, including a discussion of existence, uniqueness, and error estimâtes
for an individual element, is given in Bernardi and Maday [1]. The discrete
M2 AN Modélisation mathématique et Analyse numérique
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problem with numerical quadrature is of practical importance because the
Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre mesh provides a very convenient tensoriai basis for
Vp. Such a basis is constructed, loeally on the référence element, by introducing tensor products

of Lagrange interpolating polynomials lj(x) defined by ll(ÇJ) = ô,
0 *£ i, j *£ p. This provides a nodal basis associated with the GaussLobatto-Legendre nodes S in the sensé that» on the référence element,

Having chosen a basis for Vp, the discrete problems (1) and (3) are then turned
into linear Systems of algebraic équations
(4)

Ku=f,

where K is the stifmess matrix, u and ƒ are the vectors representing u and ƒ in
the given basis. A Neumann-Neumann method provides a preconditioner for
the itérative solution of the Schur complement S of K with respect to the
interface F, defined in the next section.

3. MATRIX FORM OF THE NEUMANN-NEUMANN PRECONDITIONER

We define the interface F of the décomposition of Q into the subdomains
N

Q by F = \J dQ \dQD . Let I dénote the set of indices of the basis functions
J

J = Ï

J

with support interior to each subdomain and let B dénote the set of indices of
the remaining basis functions (associated with the interface F), Each vector
can be partitioned as u = (upUg) and the System (4) can be rewritten as

By eliminating the variables associated with the interior of the subdomains, we
obtain the equivalent System

vol 31, n° 4, 1997
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where S = Km - KTm KTU 1 KIB is the Schur complement of K with respect
to the interface F. u^ is found by solving with an itérative method the reduced
system
(6)

S

!£B:=ÎB=ÏB~

K

m^ii

£p

and Uj can be found from the first block of (5) as Uj = K^ifj — KmuB).
Kn is block diagonal with one block per subdomain, since the interior basis
fonctions with support in different subdomains have zero a{ . , . )-inner
product. Therefore the application of KTn l to a vector can be computed by
solving independent local problems on each subdomain. Moreover, S does not
need to be formed explicitly, since in the itérative solution process only its
action on a vector is needed. This again requires the application of Kjj1.
Approximate local solvers for the interior problems could be used (see Dryja,
Smith and Widlund [6])» but in this paper we will restrict our attention to exact
interior solvers. In the same way as the original stiffness matrix K could be
built by subassembly from the local contributions K* of each subdomain
Qj, also the reduced problem can be built by subassembly as

Here we used the convention of padding local vectors by zéros when they are
needed as global vectors and SJ = KBB — KJIB K3jJ1 KJIB is the local Schur
complement associated with Qj.
The Neumann-Neumann preconditioner for S (without a coarse problem) is
defined as
(7)
where Dj l are diagonal matrices with nonzero éléments only for the components associated with dQ.. An additional term representing the solution of
an appropriate coarse problem will be defined in Section 7 (and alternative
coarse problems will be introduced in Sections 8 and 9). In computing the
action of ( S^ )~ x there is no need to compute explicitly the Schur complement
5 J , since
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which corresponds to the extraction of the values on èQ} of the solution of a
local problem on Q} with t? as Neumann boundary condition on dQy S3 can be
singular if BQ] n dQD = 0 . In that case, we define a pseudoinverse
(S3Y 1 of SJ, where S3 is the Schur complement of the nonsingular matrix
Ê = K} + —r- M, and M, is the local mass matrix.
H
-i
We will see in Section 5 that B S corresponds to an additive Schwarz
operator T defined by a décomposition of Vp into subspaces. Our convergence
analysis of the Neumann-Neumann method will be based on the variational
formulation of the preconditioner and on the application of the Schwarz
framework, briefly reviewed in the next section.
4. CLÀSSICAL SCHWARZ THEORY

In this section, we recall the abstract Schwarz theory, very useful for the
analysis of both overlapping and itérative substructuring domain décomposition methods. We refer to Dryja and Widlund [8] for a more complete
treatment. Let V be a finite dimensional Hubert space with inner product
b( . , . ) and let ƒ be a linear functional over V. We want to solve the discrete
problem :
Find u e V such that
(8)

b(u,v)=f(v)

VDG V.

Let V be decomposed into N + 1 subspaces :
v = v o + v 1 + • • • +vN.
For each sub space, we assume that there is a symmetrie, positive definite
bilinear form
b£ .,. ) : V, x V, ~> R
and define the operator Tt : V ~~> Vt by
(9)

bt(Tt v, w) = b(v9 w) Vw e Vt.

If bt(v, w) = b(v, w), then Tt = Pl7 the orthogonal projection on Vt in the
inner product b( . ». ). Define the additive Schwarz operator
+TN
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and replace the original problem (8) with

This problem has the same solution as (8), since the right-hand side is
constructed by
b£gi,v) = b(u,v)=f(v)

We V,

In the variational formulation of our Neumann-Neumann preconditioner, we
will see that équation (10) will correspond exactly to the preconditioned
system B~ S defined in the previous section.
The following basic convergence resuit is proved in Dryja and Widlund [8].
THEOREM 4.1 ; Let there exist
N

i) a constant Co such that \/v e V there exists a décomposition v = ^ vt,
vx e V(, such that

i-O

ii) a constant w such that for i — Q, 1, ..., Af,
b(v,v)

^ cobt(v,v)

\fv e Vt

iii) constants e , for i, j = 1, ...,N such that

CÖ2Z)(u, v) ^ b(Tv,v)

^ (p(6)+

l)œb(v,v)

V ü e V.

is the spectral radius of the matrix ê - {ey}t }=v
Our convergence proof s will be based on rewriting the Neumann-Neumann
preconditioner in a variational form in the Schwarz framework, estimating
these theer parameters Co, p(S'), and œ and applying Theorem4.1. The
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estimâtes of this theorem provide an upper bound for the condition number of
T : cond{ T) ^ c\ co( /?( ^ ) + 1 ). The square root of this bound is therefore
an upper bound for the number of itérations of a conjugate gradient-like
method for (10).

5. VARIATIONAL FORM OF THE PRECONDITIONER AND LOCAL SUBSPACES

In this section, we introducé the subspaces associated with the local solvers
of our Neumann-Neumann preconditioner. A coarse global space will be
introduced in the next section, thus completing the définition of the algorithm.
In our analysis, we will concentrate on the discrete problem (1) and will use
the special base for Vp described in Pavarino and Widlund [16]. Analogous
analysis and results can be given for the second discrete problem (3), as we
have done in Pavarino and Widlund [15] for wire basket based algorithms.
Let s( . , . ) and s( - , . ) be the bilinear forms defined by the Schur
compléments
(11)

s{u,v)

= t^SvB

and S;(M, V) = ^ SJ v^.

Let V^( F) be the subspace of piecewise discrete harmonie functions of Vp, Le.
the subspace consisting of functions u e Vp satisfying
a(u9v) = 0 V ü e ^ n f f J ( D p ,

j=l,...,JV".

In matrix form, this orthogonality condition between VP(F) and
Vp n HQ( Q] ) becomes Kn Uj + KIB Mg = 0. Discrete harmonie functions
v e VP(F) are completely defined by their values on the interface F and
s( ü, v ) = a{ v, v ). The reduced problem (6) for the Schur complement can
be rewritten as
(12)

$(u,v)=f(v)

Vü€F p (f).

We can then work with the abstract Schwarz framework of the previous
section by taking V= VP(F) and b{ . , . ) = s( . , . ). We will now define
a décomposition of Vp( F) into local subspaces Vt(F) cz VP(F) associated
with each Qt and a bilinear form bt{ .,. ) for each Vt(F) :
Vt( F) = span {basis functions of Vp associated with dQt} .
If numerical quadrature at the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre points is used, then
Vt( F) is spanned by the basis functions of Vp vanishing at the Gauss-LobattoLegendre points outside dQt. We remark that functions in Vt( F) have support
in the union of the 26 subdomains that are neighbors of Qt. In order to define
vol 31, n° 4, 1997
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the bilinear forms bt{ . , - ), we need to recall the décomposition of a discrete
harmonie polynomial function we V.( F) into vertex, edge, and face components introduced in Pavarino and Widlund [16]
uFt.
Suppose for sünplicity that Q. = Qre^
• The vertex component uv is given as the sum of eight terms, one for each
vertex. The one associated with vertex v\1^ = (1, 1, 1) is given by
(13)

u%\x, y, z) = u ( 1, 1, 1 ) <po(x) <po(y) <po(z) ,

where <p0 is the degree p polynomial on [— 1, 1] which satisfies
<p(l) = 1, <p(— 1 ) = 0 and has minimal L2-norm (see Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2
in [16]).
• The edge component uE is the sum of twelve terms, one for each edge.
The one associated with edge Z^1* = {( 1, 1, z) : z e ( - 1, 1 )} is given by
uEli\x,y,z)

(14)

=

<Po(x)<pQ(y)(u(l,l,z)-uVi(hhz)).

• The face component uF is the sum of six terms, one for each face. The
one associated with face Ff. = {(l,y, z) : ( j , z) e ( - 1, 1 )2} is given by
the discrete harmonie extension inside Qref of u( 1, y, z) - uv( l,y, z) uEi(hy9z).
More details and motivations for this construction can be found in [16],
Sections 4.2-4.4. In [15], we have also detailed this construction in the
numerical quadrature case. Using the same notation found in these papers, we
define the wire basket Wt of the subdomain Q{ as the union of the edges and
vertices of Q.. The sum of the vertex and edge components, known as the wire
basket component, will be denoted by I ' u = uv + uE, from which
u =I

l

u + uF.

Let v(. : VP(T) -> V.(r) be operators defined by

This définition is motivated by the fact that, under our assumptions on the
subdomains, each vertex belongs to eight subdomains, each edge to four and
each face to two. In a more genera! geometry, these operators could still be
defined by replacing these numbers by the number of subdomains on which
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each
interface
basis
function
has
support.
We
note
that
vi(u) = îWlvi(u) + 2 uFr The « inverses » vt+ : Vp(r) -> Vt{F) of these
operators will be needed to scale properly the different contributions to the
preconditioner :

Clearly, u= 2 vt+ (u), Vw e Vp(r) and vl(v + (u)) = ut V u e V.C-T). In
order to deal with singular Neumann problems associated with interior subdomains, we need to define the new inner product

â ( u, v ) =

Vu . Vu dx + -\\

uV dx

>

where H is the mesh size of the subdomains, and the associated weighted norm

The
1

local

stiffness

matrix

associated

with

ât( . , . )

is

the

matrix

l

K = K + —2~ M£ defined in Section 3. Let f(( . , . ) be the bilinear form
H
given by the local Schur complement S with respect to ât( . , . ), i.e.
f^ M, ^ ) = u^S1 t/g. Then, we are finally able to define the bilinear forms on

(15)

bt(u,v) =

s^iu^

where i P \ w is the discrete harmonie extension, with respect to ât{ . , . ), of
a polynomial w defined on dQv In other words, Jf^ w is the solution of the
Dirichlet problem
(16)

ai(i?Iwfi;) = 0

Vi;e Vp n

Hl0(Qt)

with the Dirichlet boundary condition J^t w = w on dQv
This complètes the définition of the local part of our algorithm in the
abstract Schwarz framework (a coarse space Vo will be introduced in Section 7). In f act, an additive Schwarz operator (without a coarse space) is now
defined by
T=T1+
vol. 31, n° 4, 1997
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where each T% is defined by
(17)

b£Tt

u,v) = s(u9v)

Vv

The reduced problem (12) is then replaced by the preconditioned problem
Tu = g = 2 9X
i-O

where gt, i= 1, ..., iV are computed as in (10). This problem has the matrix
form B~ l S, where B~ l is the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner (without a
coarse space) introduced in eq. (7), Section 3. In f act, the variational system
(17) has the matrix form

and therefore

where DlvB is the matrix représentation of vt(v), v e VP(F) and D( is the
diagonal matrix with nonzero éléments only for the components on dQt and
equal to the corresponding coefficients of vt(v) (Le. 8, 4, 2 for the vertex,
edge, and face components, respectively). Analogously, the « inverse » D~ x is
diagonal with nonzero éléments only for the components on dQt and equal to
the corresponding coefficients of v,+ ( v ) (i.e. 1/8, 1/4, 1/2 for the vertex, edge,
and face components, respectively).
In order to apply Theorem 4.1, we will need some technical results obtained
in the next section. In the following, we will sometimes use two indices
(instead of one) to dénote a geometrie object shared by two éléments ; for
example, a face shared by the éléments Qt and Q] will be denoted by Fy.

6. TECHNICAL RESULTS

Using the technical tools developed in our papers [16] and [15], we are able
to translate the fc-version technical results of Dryja and Widlund [8], Section 4,
into spectral ones. In the following, C will dénote a generic positive constant
independent of p, H and Af.
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LEMMA 6.1 : Let W be the wire basket of the référence cube Qrefi
u e Q ( Qref ) and dénote by üw= I udsl
Jw
IMIL2(W)

ds the average of u over W. Then

Jw

^ C(l+log/?) II u H H 1 ^ )

and
W u —û

II2-,

< C( 1 - h l n p n ï

lwl2i

Proof : This is Lemma 5.3 in [16].
An essential resuit is the following analog of Lemma 4 in [8] :
LEMMA 6.2 : For ail u G

Vt(r)

s(u9u)**

C(l+\ogp)2b£u,u).

Proof: u G. V^F) has support in Qt and in the 26 neighboring éléments
Q} sharing a face or an edge or a vertex with Qt. We divide the intégral
accordingly,

and we bound each term separately.
a) Since
u = « vt( u ) + -= ( 2 u - vt( u ) ),
(19)

then

5 ( M , M) ^ — ^ ( v ( w ) , V ( M ) ) + - 5 ( 2 M - V ( W ) , 2 M — V ( M ) ) .

The first term in (19) is bounded by i 5(( v(( u ) , v(( ü ) ). To bound the second
term, we note that
2 u - vz( u ) = 2 MVJ + 2 w£( + 2 uF( - 8 wv> - 4 wE( - 2 M

F

= - 6 M

V

- 2 M£(.

We recall that from Lemma' 5.4 and 5.6 in [16] we have for ail

where Wt is the wire basket of Qr Therefore,
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because the vertex and edge components are L2( W^)-orthogonal (see Section 4.3 in [16]). The values of vt(u) on dQt can be extended inside Qv by
using the discrete harmonie extension J^t ; see eq. (16). By Lemma 6.1
applied to J^^v^u)),
we then have
C( 1 + log p ) || &{ v,.(

(

= C( 1 + log p )
and we conclude that
st(u,u)

^

C(l+logp)bt(u,u).

b) Consider an element Q- with only a vertex Vy. in common with £2( and
suppose, for simplicity, that both éléments are translations of the référence
cube. By Lemma 5.4 of [16]
Sj(u,u)=

\uv/Hi(Qj) ^ CWuy

where <pö is the polynomial defined in (13). We then conclude as in a) that this
is bounded by C( 1 + logp) bt{ u,u).
c) Consider an element Q with only an edge Et in common with ür Let
Vx and V2 be the endpoints of Ët. Again by Lemma 5.4 of [16] and the
estimâtes just obtained in b)

\2L2(Wj)+

\\uVi\\l\W}))

and we conclude, as in a), that this is bounded by C( 1 + log/?) ^(M, U).
d) Consider an element Q. with a face F . in common with ^3.. Let wF be
J

U

1

E'lJ

the sum of the four edge components of u associated with the four edges of
Fv and let uv be the sum of the four vertex components of u associated with
the four vertices of F . Then,
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The last term is bounded as in c). The first term is bounded by using
Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.7 in [16], the définitions of 7^' and i P ( :

c( 1 + log/O

Therefore, this term s(u, u) is bounded by C( 1 + logp) 2 bv{u,u)
lemma is proved.

and the

7. METHOD NNj WITH A STANDARD COARSE SPACE FOR MODEL PROBLEM I

We now introducé a coarse space in order to make the Neumann-Neumann
algorithm independent of the number of subdomains N, For Model Problem I,
we can use a standard coarse space Vo consisting of piecewise linear functions
over the coarse mesh defined by the subdomains Qt, i.e. VQ = V1(Q). Let
Vt(r) be the local spaces defined above. On Vo, define the bilinear form
bQ(u, v)=s{u,v)
(the same s( . , . ) defined in (11)), while on Vt(r) we
will use the bilinear form bt( . , . ) defined in (15). Let

where the Tt ' s are associated with the bilinear forms bt( . , - ) by eq. (17).
The abstract Theorem4.1 becomes in this context

THEOREM 7.1 : For ail u e VP(T)
cs(u,u) ^ s(TNNiu,u)

=£ C(l

+\ogpfs{u,u\

where c and C are constants independent of p, H, and N.
Proof : We estimate the three parameters involved in the three assumptions
of Theorem4.1.
Assumption i). Define uQ = Qo u, where Qo is the L -projection from
VP(F) into Vo, with the properties

|öo"|^(o) ^
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see Bramble and Xu [2], Define w = u - uQ and ut = v* ( w). Clearly,
Me V,(>T) and J£ w = w. Moreover,
i

'

and

Therefore,
N

and assumption i) is satisfied with CQ = C, a constant independent of p, H
and iV.
Assumption ii). 60( M0, U0 ) = s( uQ9 u0 ) implies || To || ^ = 1. By Lemma 6.2,

Therefore, assumption ii) is satisfied with ca ^ C( 1 H-log/?) .
Assumption iii). Since any point x e ü belongs to the closure of at most
eight éléments Qiy then p(é>) is bounded by a constant independent of p, H
and N (this is a Standard argument in domain décomposition theory ; see Chan
and Mathew [5], Theorem 12).
8. METHOD AW2 WITH A COARSE SPACE OF MINIMAL DIMENSION FOR MODEL
PROBLEM I

We now consider an alternative coarse space with only one degree of
freedom for each subdomain. The set of substructures indices is partitioned
according to the intersection between each boundary düt and düD :
i G A^ if dQl n dQD = 0 ;
i e NB F if dQt n dQD contains a face ;
i G NB E if dQt n dQD contains only edges ;
i e NB v if dQt n dQD contains only vertices ;
We then define iVfi = iV B i ? uiV B £ uiV i ) V . The new coarse basis functions are
the images vz+ ( 1 ) of the constant function equal to 1 on düt :
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The bilinear form for Vo is now
bo(u,v)

= (1+logp)

- 2

s(u9v),

while the local spaces Vt(F), the local bilinear forms bt( - , . ) and operators
Tt are as before. For the operator TNN2 = TQ + 7\ + - * +TN, we can
then prove the same bound as in Theorem 7.1.
VP(F)

THEOREM 8.1 : For ail u e

cs(u,u) ^ s(TNN2u,u)

^ C{\ + \ogpf

s(u,

where c and C are constants independent of p, H, and N.
Proof : Assumption i). Define uQ = 2 M, V(+ ( 1 )> where

u ds |/|

(20)

M, =

ds

if i'.
J

)dQt
0

if

M

iV

and M( = v(+ ( u - üi ) = v(+ ( u ) - ût v(+ ( 1 ), so that u = u0 + 22 wr

Then

i = i

= i

(21)

b,( «,, M, ) = f,( V,( M, ), V,( M, ) ) = 1,( « - « „ « - « , )

I» -

â,(« - «„ M - Ü.) =
Let i G Nr Then

By a trace theorem l | M | | ^ a o ) ^ CHât(u,u)
â£«, « )

and

^

and therefore

|| ic - «( || ^ ( O ( )

«, u ) .

Since the left-hand side of the last inequality does not change if u is shifted
by a constant, we can apply Poincaré's inequality and obtain
& , ( * , . M, )
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If i e NB (since in this case üi = 0), we can extend the région of intégration
in the last term of (21) to include the substructures that are neighbors of
Qv Since dQD has positive measure, from our assumptions it follows that one
of these substructures has a face on dQD. By using Friedrichs' inequality we
can then remove the L2-term again and obtain

(22)

2 bt{ult ut)^C^

st(u, u) =

Cs(u,u).

It remains to bound the coarse term bo(uo, u0) ~ ( 1 + logpY

2

s(u 0 , uQ) by

Cs(u, u). Let w — 2 wt, so that uo = u — w. Since s(u0, u0) ^
2s(u, u) + 2 s(w, w), we have only to bound s(w,w). But the support of
each ut is contained in the union of Qt and the 26 éléments which are neighbors
of Qt. Since most pairs of subspaces are mutually orthogonal

(23)

*(w,w)^c2
1=1

By

Lemma

6.2 the right
2

hand

side

of (23) is bounded by

N

C( 1 + log p ) 2 bt( u^ ut ) and this last sum has
ha already been estimated in
i =i

the first part of this proof ; see (22). Therefore,
s(uo,uo) ^ C(l +logp)2s(u,u)
and assumption i) is then proved with CQ = C.
Assumption ii) : the estimate co =S C( 1 + log p ) 2 follows directly from
Lemma 6.2 for 1 ^ i ^ N and from the définition of b0 for i = 0.
Assumption iii) : as in Theorem 7.1.

9. METHOD NN3 WITH A COARSE SPACE OF MINIMAL DIMENSION FOR MODEL
PROBLEM n

For Model Problem n, where the coefficients pt can be discontinuous across
element interfaces, we replace the operators v( by the operators
Ht : VP(F) -> V£r) defined by

(24)

fi£ u ) = 2 < «F. + E < M£l, + 2 < Mytfc'
it=i

jt=i
2

k=i
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8

12

where we recall that u= *£ uF + ^ uE + ^ uv is the décomposition
of u into face, edge and vertex components denned in Section 5. The coefficients are
F

c

l=

where the sums are respectively taken over the two éléments sharing the face
Fik, the four éléments sharing the edge Eit and the eight éléments sharing the
vertex V . For Model Problem I where p = 1, i. = 1,..., #, we would obtain
the old coefficients clt = 2, clk = 4, clk = 8, i.e. ^ = vr
The « inverses » of the operators (24) are then defined by
6

12

k=lC

i

ik

Fk

'

8

1

k=lC

tk

fk

i

k=1<

V

uk

*

and the coarse space by

N

We still have the partition of unity propeity u = 2 V/>7 ft+ (M )
fijifi*(M)) = M, VM G V(( ƒ"). For the coarse space, we use the bilinear form
N

bQ{u, v ) = ( 1 + l o g p Y

2

2 /*i 5i(M> ü ) >

while on the local spaces V^i"1), we use

As before, these bilinear forms define operators Tt ' s, i = 0, 1,..., A/ and let
^ « = ^0 + ^1+

• • • +TN

be the additive Schwarz operator. In order to prove the analog of Theorem 8.1
for TNm, we need first to prove an analog of Lemma 6.2 :
LEMMA 9.1 : For Model Problem II and f or all u G Vt(F)
sM(u,u)
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Proof: We consider the different contributions to the intégral,

and estimate each term separately.
a) We flrst estimate ptst(u9 u). u e Vt(T) is decomposed in the standard
way as
6

U

12

U

= E Flk + 2
Jk=l

8

U

Elk + E «V

* = 1

Jfc=l

It follows from the définition (25) that pi is less than any of the coefficients
F
2
2
v
2
(c
«ylk ) , (cfk") , (c lk"') . By applying Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.7 in [16], we

have
C\\cFlkUFfH]n{Fik)

12
8
-w
T h e wire basket c o m p o n e n t ƒ ' M = 2 uEk + 2
L e m m a 5.6 of [16].

/

12

8

"yijt can be estimated as in

\

2
-l

12

12

= C(l

+ log

p)bt(u,u).
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b) We next estimatep Sj(u, u) when Q has only a vertex Vtj in common with
Qt. As in Theorem 7.1, we can prove that s}( u, u ) ^ C || w^ || ^ w ^ Therefore,
pjSj(u,u)

^ C\\cluvJ\2L2(Wi)

^ CpjWuyjl^

and as in part a) this is bounded by
) \ \ 2 L 2 i w ) ^ C(l +\ogp) bt(u, u) .
c) and d). Estimâtes of p}s(u,u) when fî7 has only an edge or a face in
common with Qt can be obtained from Theorem 7.1 as shown in b).
We can then prove a bound for the condition number of 7 ^ .
THEOREM

9.2 : If NB = NBF, then for ail u e

csip\u,u)

^ s{p){TNmu,u)

Vp(r)

C(l+logp)2s{p\u,u).

^

Hère c and C are constants independent of p, N, H and the discontinuities of
p(x) across element interfaces.
Proof : Assumption i). Define w0 = 2 ûtpt /u* ( 1 ), where ût is defined in
(20) and ûx = 0 for i e NB. The other'terms of the décomposition of u are
AT

ut ~ ypx fiit (u-

ut),

so that

u = u0 + 2

wr

For

i G A^, w e

have

ii

b£M,, wt)

which has been estimated by C/>t 5^ M, M ) in the proof of Theorem 8.1 of the
previous
section.
Estimâtes
for
i e NB
and
the
bound
bo(u,u) ^ Csp(u,u) can be established as in Theorem 8.1.
Assumption ii). We can repeat the proof of Theorem 8.1 by replacing
s( .,. ) with ,/( . , . ) and Lemma 6.2 with Lemma 9.1.
Assumption iii). As in the previous proof of Theorem 7.1.
Alternative coarse spaces (without the restriction NB = NB F or with inexact
coarse solver yielding a reduced stencil), for Zi-version finite éléments, can be
found in Dryja and Widlund [8].
10. CONCLUSION

We have introduced and analized Neumann-Neumann preconditioners for
spectral element discretizations of elliptic problems in three dimensions. Using
the abstract Schwarz framework, we have proved that the conditioning of the
resulting itération operator is bounded by the square of the logarithm of the
spectral degree p, while it is independent of the number of spectral éléments
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N and their size H. This is analogous to the results for Neumann-Neumann
preconditioners for standard /i-version finite éléments. Three différent coarse
spaces hâve been studied : a standard piecewise linear space, a piecewise
constant space and a spécial piecewise constant space for problems with
discontinuous coefficients across élément interfaces.
Numerical experiments with Neumann-Neumann preconditioners for spectral éléments in two dimensions can be found in Chapter 4 of PahF s Master
thesis [14], pp. 54-58. The itération counts presented seem to confirai the
bounds obtained in this paper and show that a piecewise linear coarse space
yields better itération counts than a piecewise constant coarse space. However,
the latter is still of great interest because it is the only one that can be used
for unstructured (nonconforming) triangulations.
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